Highlights from DC, Irvine, Chicago Campus Site Visits

Washington DC Campus, February 6th

Dr. Giardina visited the Washington D.C. Campus and reported the following, “What a great day; great faculty, great students, great support staff.” “I had phenomenal meetings and learned a lot of amazing things are happening here.” “The 8 students I met with were phenomenal and were the top of the top, you could not have provided better examples of student success.” This is how he ended the faculty meeting: “I was really impressed 5 years ago when I first came to TCSPP and I continue to be very impressed with the program and how well you train your students for success in their various fields.”

Irvine Campus, February 23rd

Dr. Goor visited the Irvine Campus and shared that a unifying theme of community came through in every meeting. He shared that IRB appears to be a "well-oiled machine" and that there was consistency across campuses regarding programs, curriculum, courses, etc. He noted that faculty shared many examples of how their ideas are supported and how innovation is welcomed. He commended TCSPP for building an environment where leadership is listening.

Chicago Campus, March 2 – 3rd

Dr. Nwosu and Mr. Frisch visited the Chicago campus. They shared that they enjoyed their visit and learned a lot about how TCSPP manages the complexity of the institution. They commended the work being done in the Forensic Center and the work of the faculty for encouraging student engagement and cultivating a positive learning environment. They also commended the level of engagement on campus, assessment activities, and multicultural and diversity efforts.